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Cycling in traffic – safely this time!
ZEM is built for safety and is impossible to overlook. On ZEM, you win respect and safety in traffic.

together >
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< unique

ZEM as a human-powered vehicle
Safety: No danger from risky overtaking manoeuvres. Hydraulic brakes, two-point safety harnesses,
rear-view mirrors, steering lock. Ergonomics: Seats and bottom brackets individually adjustable.
Usage: 0-100km. Requires minimal parking space through vertical storage. Range: You and your team set
the limits. Speed: Comparable with a standard bicycle. Material: Aluminium, powdercoated or sprayed
to customer’s specification. Unladen weight: starting from 88kg. Allowable gross weight: 420kg.
Dimensions: L 267 cm, W 120 cm, H 110 cm. Transmission: four 7-speed SRAM Spectro hub gears; four
independent drives with no ‘tandem effect’. Wheels: Front 14” x 2 3/4”, rear: 16” x 2 3/4”; low rolling-resistance tyres, moulded aluminium rims. Brakes: Two independent hydraulic Grimeca disk brake
systems. Optional accessories: Front bumper, child seat, cycle computer, front luggage platform,
sun/rainshield, Rohloff 14-speed speedhub rear, backward drive, midtransparent with your advertisement, lighting, special paints. Guarantee: 1 year for material failure. Specifications may change.
Legality: in most countries the ZEM is categorised as a bicycle for use in traffic.
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ZEM is attractive and offers riding fun to the
max – the recipe for success for any hire business. Each passenger can pedal at his or her own
pace, so that even the youngest can contribute
to the bike’s motion. That’s why it’s such fun.
Once they’ve ridden the ZEM, they’ll want to
ride it into the ground! It's not just that your
customers have more fun: it also means more
income from hiring it out. ZEM is robustly built.
It has gone through wide-ranging engineering
test procedures in the factory, and been extensively tested under the harshest conditions >>>

>>> Hub gears give user-friendly shifting and
require minimal attention. ZEM doesn’t just thrive in hire operations: it can extend health facilities for hotels, in leisure parks, can be used
as a rickshaw for sight-seeing tours or specialoccasion journeys, and it can also be used as a
conspicuous advertising platform, driving home
your message.
ZEM – your investment in the future. Customers
will come to you, and not to your competition.
Find out more with a test ride – see www.zem.ch
for your nearest opportunity - or visit
www.zem.ch for details about customer’s experiences with ZEM.
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Advertising that hits the spot
A worthwhile investment. ZEM with your banner means your message goes places.

